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Think Outside The Box

● Think outside the box

1. How will Muslims use the Qur’an and the Sunnah to participate and compete 

in the modern world?

2. in light of the world's leading economics, where products and services 

measure the GNP ranking of each country and nation, how will Muslims earn 

the respect of the rest of the world through industrial performance?

3. Since the present world is literally a global village, how will Islam be able to 

offer a neutral but dynamic solution to so many social, family and 

genderbased issues, while still being able to call such solutions “Islamic?”



“Empowerment” : (Qur’an 5:48)

“We have revealed to you ˹O Prophet˺ this Book with the truth, as a confirmation 
of previous Scriptures and a supreme authority on them. So judge between them 
by what Allah has revealed, and do not follow their desires over the truth that has 
come to you. To each of you We have ordained a code of law and a way of life. If 
Allah had willed, He would have made you one community, but His Will is to test 
you with what He has given ˹each of˺ you. So compete with one another in doing 
good. To Allah you will all return, then He will inform you ˹of the truth˺ regarding 
your differences.”



10 Critical Issues

1.  How will our young people adapt to the real and dynamic challenges of the 21st Century, 

which are many?

2. Elder generation adapting  to the challenges to their culture and their traditional view of Islam.

3. Muslims who migrated to the Western Societies must understand…
4. Business in Islam is a must!

5. Removing distortions about Islam.

6. Individualistic lifestyles in Islam and Westerne societies.

7. We must be careful on becoming harsh, critical and rigid with the youth.

8. We must reduce ethnic isolation and we must collaborate with other muslims.

9. We Muslims, must condemn every form of extremism and radicalism performed by any 

Muslim.

10. Finally, we Muslims must see the bigger picture of our involvement in the modern world.



Responsibility
● We must prove  to ourselves and the society that Islam is a comprehensive system.

● We must prove that Islam is able to play a decisive and critical role in leading the world within the context 

of all its challenges and complexities

● We obey all law and respect authority. 

● We  contribute to society and the community. 

● We are loyal to our country but, more loyal to the moral provisions of Islam.

● We respect all nationalities and are committed to seeing the equality and parity in our society for all 

people

● We are committed to doing what is right and just in all of our endeavors, and we are the defenders and 

champions of the rights of others. 

● We are constantly serving others before ourselves. We are productive, progressive and open-minded 

people who are open to change. We have a worldview which includes solving the problems of humanity.

● We ask ALMIGHTY GOD to be a witness for us that we want our intents and disciplines to impact upon 

our lives and our society so, the system of Islam can be illustrated through our behavior.



LIVE Q&A LINK


